NOTE BY THE TECHNICAL SECRETARIAT

PROGRAMME PERFORMANCE FOR THE YEAR 2014

Corrigendum

Pages 18 and 19, PROGRAMME: EXTERNAL RELATIONS

OPCW Programme Objective 2, Key Performance Indicator 2.1, Explanation of Variances

Replace with the following:

“• 30% growth was achieved in website and media development as planned, notably:
  o Website/total visits:
    446,508 (2012); 935,995 (2013); 698,665 (2014)
    (change 2012 – 2014: 56%).
  o Facebook likes: 1,390 (2012); 6,493 (2013); 8,663 (2014)
    (change 2012 – 2014: 523%).
  o Twitter followers:
    1,024 (2012); 6,894 (2013); 9,044 (2014)
    (change 2012 – 2014: 783%).”